Designation Decision for the Mystic River Designated Port Area,
Charlestown Shore

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Office of Coastal Zone Management
December 16, 2002

I. Introduction
Pursuant to the Designated Port Area (DPA) regulations at 301 CMR 25.00, I
issue this designation decision for the boundary of the Mystic River DPA, Charlestown
shore.1 Issuance of the decision concludes a three-part review and decision-making
process, as follows.
In response to a request from the proponents of proposed artists live/work space at
the Nancy Sales Building in the Fall of 2001, the Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone
Management (CZM) began a boundary review of the Charlestown shore of the Mystic
River DPA pursuant to regulations governing the Designation Port Areas at 301 CMR
25.00. In January of 2002, two other property owners within the DPA requested that
their properties be removed from the DPA. (See Figures 1 and 2 of the boundary report,
attached.) CZM then conducted a boundary review in accordance with the provisions of
301 CMR 25.03 that assessed the characteristics of the subject properties and the DPA as
a whole. The review process concluded with a report that determined that the DPA
boundary should be modified.2 Over the course of our study, CZM conducted a series of
public information meetings and met extensively with owners of DPA properties, city
and state agency staff, and community representatives to gather information and
comment on the DPA. The report was published on October 9, 2002 for a 30-day public
comment period. Pursuant to 301 CMR 25.03(4), CZM held a public hearing on October
22, 2002 to solicit comment. CZM received eleven letters commenting on the report.
This designation decision summarizes and responds to key issues that have been
raised by commenters and formally designates the DPA boundary. I have carefully
considered all of the oral and written comments received in response to the boundary
review report. Comments that provided substantive information regarding perceived
impacts of the proposed modification, and commentary in support of, or opposition to,
the regulatory and policy implications of our proposed approach, have been particularly
useful to our work. I appreciate the time that all commenters have taken to participate in
this boundary review process.
II. Summary of Boundary Review Report Recommendations
Three owners petitioned CZM to remove five specific parcels from the DPA:
Parcel
529 Main Street “Schrafft Center”
465 Medford Street

Owner
Schraffts Nominee Trust, John J. Flatley and
Gregory D. Stoyle, Trustees
465 Medford Nominee Trust, John J. Flatley
and Gregory D. Stoyle, Trustees
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425 Medford Street
261-287 Medford Street
“Nancy Sales Property”
30-50 Terminal Street
“Charlestown Commerce Center”

425 Medford Nominee Trust, John J. Flatley
and Gregory D. Stoyle, Trustees
Suffolk Medford Realty Trust, Michael J.
Rauseo, Trustee
CCC Realty Trust, Donato Pizzuti, Trustee

After an analysis of the characteristics of the subject properties and the DPA as a
whole, the boundary report concluded that the Schrafft Center does not meet the
designation standard at 301 CMR 25.04 (2)(d). The boundary report further concluded
that the properties at 465 and 425 Medford Street, the Nancy Sales Building, and the
Charlestown Commerce Center do meet the designation standards at 301 CMR 25.04.3
The boundary report then considered the functional attributes of the DPA,
pursuant to 301 CMR 25.04(3), and considered “all relevant factors affecting overall
suitability [of the DPA] to accommodate water-dependent industrial use.” As informed
by CZM’s analysis of the individual components, collective functionality, and land use
context of the DPA, the report concludes that the capacity of the DPA to serve the
interests of the Commonwealth for which it was originally designated can be
substantially improved by the development of an industrial transportation corridor for
truck and rail service into and out of the DPA.4 The transportation corridor would be
located generally along the route of the existing Mystic Wharf Branch rail line, under
Massport ownership as of November 19, 2002. Recognizing that land based
transportation constitutes one of three essential infrastructure components critical to the
ongoing viability of DPA land areas5, the report recommends that the Director of CZM
exercise discretionary authority set forth at 301 CMR 25.03(5)6 to condition the final
designation decision in a manner that will ensure the completion of a detailed
transportation corridor feasibility study and related design and construction plans.
Although benefiting the DPA as a whole, the ability to develop a transportation
corridor in this location will require substantial study and design and will have significant
and direct impacts to both the 465 Medford Street and Nancy Sales properties. The report
recommends that these properties be removed from the DPA, subject to conditions that
will: 1) ensure the completion of a feasibility study; 2) result in the preparation of design
and construction plans for the truck and rail corridor; and 3) facilitate construction by
ensuring that, where necessary, land to accommodate necessary corridor geometry is
available.
Thus, the boundary report concluded and recommended that the Schrafft Center
be removed from the DPA pursuant to the designation standard at 301 CMR 25.04(d),
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that the Charlestown Commerce Center and the property at 425 Medford Street remain in
the DPA pursuant to the designation standards at 301 CMR 25.04 (a)-(d), and that the
465 Medford Street and Nancy Sales Building properties be removed, subject to
conditions, from the DPA pursuant to 301 CMR 25.03(5).
III. Response to Comments on the Boundary Report
The public comment letters reflect a range of opinion in support of and in
opposition to the proposed modification of the DPA boundary. Comments critical of the
recommendations of the boundary report are organized around three main issues that can
be summarized as follows:
Use conflicts – The proposed DPA boundary would introduce
residential/industrial use conflicts detrimental to existing and future industrial
uses in the DPA.
Industrial transportation corridor – The proposed approach does not guarantee
that the transportation corridor will be constructed.
Discretionary authority – The use of discretionary authority to condition the
decision in a manner that will improve the transportation infrastructure of the
DPA has no basis in the regulations.
Several commenters disagree with the proposal to remove the Nancy Sales
Property, in particular, from the DPA because: 1) the proposed artist live/work use has
residential characteristics; or 2) purely residential use may occur after the building is
renovated. Commenters contend that such use is fundamentally incompatible with the
operation of the DPA, and that the several commitments made by the owner to mitigate
for such incompatibility are inadequate.
Other comments address the property at 465 Medford Street, and suggest that, if
the property is removed from the DPA, such removal be conditioned by the imposition of
a ‘sunset’ provision, by which the property would revert to the DPA at some point in the
future. Conditions were suggested for the Schrafft Center as well, to prohibit future
residential or other development of the property incompatible with DPA uses.7
I acknowledge that redevelopment of the Nancy Sales Property may introduce a
residential use per se, or a use with residential characteristics, on the edge of the DPA
depending on the extent to which the building is occupied by working artists. The
owner’s reluctance to commit to the use of the Nancy Sales Property as formal artist
live/work space has made the determination of potential impacts more ambiguous than
would otherwise be the case. Nevertheless, I anticipate that the owner will, as he has
repeatedly indicated, redevelop the building to provide artist live/work space. I believe
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that artist live/work space is an appropriate use for a property that sits between the
residential neighborhood (across Medford Street) and the complex of industrial uses in
the DPA, as it combines the attributes of each abutting use in an effective transitional and
buffering manner.
I find that the design commitments made by the owner to incorporate soundmitigating design elements, the legal protection afforded to DPA uses by legal
arrangements described in the boundary report,8 and modified below, that prohibit the
owner(s) and lease holders from objecting to potential impacts from industrial uses, and
the fact that, when the transportation corridor is constructed, industrial traffic that now
passes along all four sides of the building will pass only along the short north side,
combine to provide sufficient protection to the interests of DPA uses.9
One commenter suggests that an Easement will more effectively protect the rights
of existing and future DPA uses than the Restrictive Covenant proposed by the owner of
the Nancy Sales Property.10 I agree, and have incorporated a condition to that effect in
my designation decision (see below).
Several commenters suggest that the proposal to modify the DPA boundary in
support of a major improvement in transportation infrastructure is flawed by the lack of
conditions that would guarantee construction of the truck and rail route. The significance
of the improvement bears strongly on my decision. The Boston Redevelopment
Authority has determined that the transportation corridor will “improve roadway
connections for truck transport [through and within the DPA]”, and will improve the
quality of life for the neighborhood that abuts the DPA. 11 Community concerns are
relevant because neighborhood objection to industrial traffic manifests itself in
community opposition to the operation of DPA businesses themselves, to the detriment of
state policy goals to protect maritime commerce. The Massachusetts Port Authority has
determined that the transportation corridor represents a “unique opportunity to support
economic development through the…enhancement of maritime industrial activity within
[the] DPA.” Massport further asserts that the industrial transportation corridor will
decrease the cost of handling freight and facilitate more efficient port operations, help
attract new DPA business, help maintain existing businesses, and reduce environmental
and community concerns.12
CZM’s own analysis indicates that a dedicated transportation corridor will
provide substantial and long-term benefits to the viability and sustainability of current
and future maritime industrial uses in the DPA. The boundary report finds that the
corridor will enhance the potential of the DPA to attract new and support existing
business by providing a direct truck route to Interstate 93 via Sullivan Square and a rail
8
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connection to the regional and interstate rail network. Finally, as both the City and
Massport conclude, and as was expressed to CZM by the residents of Charlestown, a
dedicated transportation corridor responds directly to the concerns raised by the adjacent
neighborhoods and the larger Charlestown community by removing approximately
70,000 truck trips per year from Medford Street.13
The significance of the transportation corridor to the interest of the DPA is
manifest. However, the financial and political complexity of studying, designing,
funding, constructing, and operating the truck and rail route are formidable, and have, to
date, frustrated efforts to successfully make the new route a reality. I cannot require
development of the transportation corridor by fiat, but can, in the interest of the DPA
itself, and in support of the purposes for which it was established, leverage the
development process by creating conditions that remove institutional impediments by
formally structuring and meaningfully supporting a coordinated study and design process.
My action will result in the completion of a designed and permitted industrial
transportation corridor.
One commenter suggests that the prospect of developing the corridor will be
improved by placing the study and design of the transportation corridor in the permitting
context, and recommends using Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA)
review as the mechanism by which to do so. I agree, and have incorporated a condition
to that effect in my designation decision (see below).
Finally, one commenter disagrees with the proposed use of discretionary authority
to effect the modification of the boundary as proposed, arguing that such discretion
exceeds my regulatory authority.14 I conclude otherwise, that the regulatory language in
question is clear, and authorizes me to “qualify, limit, or otherwise condition the
designation decision in any manner that serves the purposes of these regulations….”15
The boundary report carefully acknowledges that the regulations do impose
important limitations on my discretion. First, the report states that the designation
standards at 301 CMR 25.04, while not dispositive, do establish a presumption of
suitability for a property to remain in or be removed from a DPA. As stated in the report,
CZM “approach[es] any exercise of discretionary authority with care, recognizing that
the purpose of the regulations establishes an extraordinarily high threshold to be met by
any action that proposes to materially affect the outcome of the review…under [the
designation standards at] 301 CMR 25.04.”16
Second, the boundary report develops policy guidance for those limited
circumstances in which my discretion to condition a boundary review, such as the present
case, will achieve results that are of substantially more benefit to the DPA than may be
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achieved by simply preserving the DPA land.17 In applying the clear language of 301
CMR 25.03(5), CZM is thus careful to affirm that: 1) the designation standards establish
a high presumptive threshold that any proposed discretionary action must overcome; 2)
the purposes of the regulations must be advanced significantly with any exercise of
discretion; and 3) any discretionary action must clearly demonstrate that it will
substantially improve the ability of the DPA to serve the purposes for which the it was
designated.
As discussed in the boundary report18, the Purpose section of the regulations
describes three essential infrastructure components critical for the on-going viability of
DPA uses: a waterway and associated developed waterfront; backland area capable of
supporting industrial facilities and operations; and transportation and public utilities
similarly capable of supporting industrial operations.19(Emphasis added.) Given that
DPA space represents a composite of the attributes of these three components, the
priority to preserve space to the maximum extent practicable must be informed by the
respective contributions of each of the three elements in the context of the individual
DPA under review. In this boundary review we are presented with the opportunity to
significantly improve the transportation infrastructure of the DPA that will in turn
increase the ability of the DPA to foster and support maritime industry, at a cost of a 6%
diminution of the overall DPA land area.
In applying the policy guidance described above, and as discussed in the
boundary report and described above, I conclude that the benefit to the DPA of the
proposed boundary modification is substantial and will clearly advance the
Commonwealth’s interest for which the DPA was originally established.
III. Designation Decision
In conclusion, I determine, pursuant to 301 CMR 25.04(2), that the DPA
boundary shall be immediately redrawn to exclude the land area of the Schrafft Center as
illustrated at Figure 9 of the boundary report, attached.
Further, pursuant to 301 CMR 25.04, I determine that the boundary of the DPA
shall not be redrawn to exclude the properties at 425 Medford Street and 30-50 Terminal
Street, the Charlestown Commerce Center.
For the properties at 465 Medford Street and the Nancy Sales Building, this
designation decision hereby modifies the recommendations of the boundary report in two
ways. First, both the Memorandum of Understanding and the contract to study and
design the transportation corridor need to include a provision requiring that, if necessary,
an Environmental Notification Form (ENF) is filed with MEPA subsequent to the
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